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PROGRAMMABLE AISLE 
AUTOMATED FEATURES

PRODUCTIVITY & TECHNOLOGY

MORE EFFICIENT THAN A MECHANICAL OR 
MANUAL MOBILE STORAGE SYSTEM, SAFEAISLE® 
IS A TIME-SAVER AS WELL AS A COST-SAVER
INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY BY SAVING TIME AND COSTS
For additional convenience, the system keeps opening to its full width one the user enters an aisle. If a 
user enters a closing aisle, the carriages immediately stop, as well as the system can be preprogrammed 
to also gently reverse itself to the full width of the original aisle for greater accessibility. 

MULTI-TASKING AISLES
You have inadvertently not selected your desired aisle. Even while 
carriages are still moving, you are able to reselect your intended 
aisle by pressing the directional arrows on any face panel control 
and the mobile system will respond immediately to your new 
command. This multi-tasking aisle feature allows you to select 
new aisles without waiting for the mobile system to complete 
its move cycle.

AUTOMATIC AISLE RESET
Upon confirmation there is no additional person or object within 
the aisle, SafeAisle resets automatically as soon as a user exits the 
aisle. The LED-friendly visual backlit arrows on the control face 
panels instantly switch to blue and indicate the available aisles.
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PRIORITIZING AISLES
Users can increase their efficiency by configuring a specific priority aisle(s). 
While accessing an infrequently used aisle, SafeAisle® mobile racking automatically 
repositions the system to your desired predetermined aisle(s). The most frequently 
utilized aisle(s) will be preset to reopen automatically for the next user. You can 
eventually reconfigure your SafeAisle® powered mobile racking mobile system by 
programming aisles according to picking rates or pulls. This ensures quick access to 
your commonly stored materials. Program the Priority Aisle automatic feature with 
the PIN-Code Control or the optional ePulse™ Remote Monitoring Software.

CLOSING ALL AISLES
Program your system to automatically close all aisles and lock once a user exits an 
aisle, or after a preconfigured period of inactivity. Configure your system to close 
all aisles and lock at a specific time after business hours, or open and unlock before 
business hours.

OPERATING AISLES REMOTELY
SMARTPHONE WI-FI REMOTE CONTROL
The powered system can also be operated using a smartphone Wi-Fi remote 
control (specific brands and models only) which can be a convenient feature 
for equipment operators.

VENTILATING AISLES
You can program your system to equally space all aisles. 
Ventilate your precious stored materials whenever you 
want at predetermined times.


